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1. Overview of GSM and EDGE 

GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) is a standard set developed by the European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI) to describe digital protocols for second generation (2G) cellular networks.  The GSM standard 
served as a replacement for first generation (1G) analog cellular networks, over time expanding to include data 
communications, first by circuit switched transport, then packet data transport via GPRS (General Packet Radio Services) 
and EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution or EGPRS). 

The first GSM specification was formally released in 1990, when Phase 1 of the GSM 900 specifications was published by 
the newly created European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) organization.  Not long after the first pilot GSM 
network was demonstrated in 1991 at the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) exhibition in Geneva, Switzerland, 
widespread deployment of GSM was well under way by the latter part of 1992 with the deployment of networks in 
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, and Sweden.  By the end of 1993, there were already 1 million GSM 
subscribers.  

In September 1993, the first DCS 1800 network was launched in the UK. In the following years, governmental 
communication administrations throughout the world would employ this system – with its modified GSM specifications - as 
a means of introducing further competition into the mobile market.  DCS 1800 produced substantial competition in the 
mobile communications marketplace, and the resulting lower operating costs began to shift mobile communications away 
from the business community and into the mass market.  Adoption of cellular communications systems was further aided in 
1994, the US Federal Communications Commission auctioned large blocks of spectrum in the 1900 MHz band, with the 
goal of introducing digital wireless networks. 

By June 1995, GSM had established a more global presence, with GSM networks operating in 86 countries. GSM Phase 2 
was also completed that same year, demonstrating fax, video and data communication on its circuit-switched connection at 
14.4kbps. GSM Phase 2 also contained an adaptation of PCS 1900 to meet the opportunities in the USA - where the first 
commercial GSM service was launched in November 1995.  

One important evolution of the GSM standard was the development of commercial General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) 
services – which was introduced in the 3GPP release 97 specifications in 1998 and launched into service in 2000.  GPRS 
added packet-switched functionality to GSM and enabling an “always-on” data connection for applications such as web 
browsing and Push-to-talk over cellular. GPRS is often described as 2.5G, and significantly increased data rates over the 
14.4 kbps rates offered by GSM.   

The next major evolution of GSM occurred in 2001 with the release of the Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution or 
EDGE.  EDGE was introduced with 3GPP release 4 and is a backward-compatible extension of GSM.  Note that EDGE is 
also known as Enhanced GPRS (EGPRS), IMT Single Carrier (IMT-SC), or Enhanced Data rates for Global Evolution).  
EDGE technology enabled increased data transmission rates by offering improvements in channel coding and the 
introduction of the 8-PSK modulation scheme.  As a result, EDGE transmissions can achieve data rates more than three 
times that of GPRS, as illustrated in Table 1.1.  
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Standard GPP Release Date Peak DL Speed Peak UL Speed 
GSM Release 96 1997 43.2 kbps 14.4 kpps 
GPRS Release 97/99 1998/2000 80 kbps  40 kbps 
EDGE Release 4 2001 296 kbps 118.4 kbps 

Table 1.1. Comparison of GSM, GPRS, and EDGE Data Rates1 

GPRS also introduced adaptive coding schemes which provided a tradeoff between throughput and robustness.  Mobile 
stations were able to use least robust - but also fastest - GPRS coding scheme (CS-4) when near a base station.  By contrast, 
mobile stations use the most robust coding scheme (CS-1) when they’re further away from a base station.  A user can 
achieve data speeds of 20.0 kbit/s per time slot using CS-4, at the expense of reduced cell coverage. With CS-1 the data 
speed throughput was reduced to only 8.0 kbit/s per time slot, but  with 98% of typical cell coverage. Newer network 
equipment can adapt the transfer speed automatically depending on the mobile location.   

The actual throughput for a given mobile station is therefore a function of the timeslot utilization and the coding scheme.  In 
Table 1.2, we illustrate the theoretical uplink and downlink rates for several configurations. 

Technology Download 
(kbit/s) Upload (kbit/s) 

TDMA Timeslots 
allocated 
(DL+UL) 

Circuit Switched data (CSD) 9.6 9.6 1+1 
High-Speed CSD 28.8 14.4 2+1 
High-Speed CSD 43.2 14.4 3+1 

GPRS 80.0 20.0 (Class 8 & 10 and CS-4) 4+1 
GPRS 60.0 40.0 (Class 10 and CS-4) 3+2 

EGPRS (EDGE) 236.8 59.2 (Class 8, 10 and MCS-9) 4+1 
EGPRS (EDGE) 177.6 118.4 (Class 10 and MCS-9) 3+2 
EGPRS (EDGE) 296.0 59.2 (Class 32) 5+1 
EGPRS (EDGE) 236.8 118.4 (Class 32) 4+2 

Table 1.2. Throughput as a Function of Code Scheme and Timeslot Utilization1 

As we observe in Table 1.2, a link can be configured to use one of several TDMA timeslot allocations.  For example, an 
allocation of “4+1” would indicate that four timeslots are used during downlink transmission, and one timeslot is used 
during uplink transmission.  A mobile station may use a maximum number of 5 simultaneous timeslots in both uplink and 
2downlink. The network will automatically configure the time slots for either 3+2 or 4+1 operation depending on the nature 
of data transfer. 

Note that some mobile stations, usually those that also support UMTS, implement the GPRS/EDGE multislot class 32. 
According to 3GPP TS 45.002 (Release 6,Table B.2), mobile stations of this class can support 5 timeslots in downlink and 3 
timeslots in uplink with a maximum number of 6 simultaneously used timeslots. If data traffic is concentrated in downlink 
                                                             
 

 

13GPP TS 05.05 Specification Version 8.20.0  
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direction the network will configure the connection for 5+1 operation. When more data is transferred in the uplink the 
network can at any time change the constellation to 4+2 or 3+3. Under the best reception conditions, i.e. when the best 
EDGE modulation and coding scheme can be used, 5 timeslots can carry a bandwidth 296 kbit/s (5*59.2 kbit/s).. In uplink 
direction, 3 timeslots can carry a bandwidth of 177.6 kbit/s. (3*59.2 kbit/s). 

GSM Network Architecture 
The GSM network architecture is structured into four discrete components, including: 

• The Mobile Station (MS), which consists of two main elements:.  

o The Subscriber Identity Module (SIM): It is protected by a four-digit Personal Identification Number 
(PIN). In order to identify the subscriber to the system, the SIM card contains a unique International 
Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI). User mobility is provided through mapping the subscriber to the SIM 
card rather than the terminal used to be the case in older cellular systems. 

o Mobile equipment/terminal (ME): There are different types of terminals (ME) distinguished principally 
by their power and application: 

! `Fixed' terminals mainly installed in rural areas, sometimes in cars or boats. Their maximum 
allowed output power is 20W 

! Portable terminals can also be installed in vehicles. Their maximum allowed output power is 8W. 

! Handheld terminals. These terminals may emit up to 0.8W.  

• The Base Station Subsystem (BSS), which provides the interface between the ME and the NSS. It is in charge of 
the transmission and reception. It may be divided into two parts: 

o Base Station Controller (BSC): It controls a group of BTSs and manages their radio resources. A BSC is 
principally in charge of handoffs, frequency hopping, exchange functions and power control over each 
managed BTSs. 

o Base Transceiver Station (BTS) or Base Station: it maps to transceivers and antennas used in each 
cell of the network. It is usually placed in the center of a cell. Its transmitting power defines the size of a 
cell. Each BTS has between 1-16 transceivers depending on the density of users in the cell. 

• The Network and Switching Subsystem (NSS), which manages the communications between the mobile users 
and other users, such as mobile users, ISDN users, fixed telephony users, etc. It also includes data bases needed in 
order to store information about the subscribers and to manage their mobility. 

• The Operation and Support Subsystem (OSS), which is connected to components of the NSS and the BSC, in 
order to control and monitor the GSM system. It is also in charge of controlling the traffic load of the BSS.  

Bands and Frequency Allocation 
The GSM standard allows for frequency usage from 380 MHz, to almost 2 GHz, with the majority of usage in the 800 MHz 
– 900 MHz and 1800 MHz to 1900 MHz bands.  Table 1.3 lists the available frequency ranges for both the uplink and 
downlink channels of GSM. 
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System Band Uplink (MHz) Downlink (MHz) Channel number 
T-GSM-380 380 380.2–389.8 390.2–399.8 Dynamic 
T-GSM-410 410 410.2–419.8 420.2–429.8 Dynamic 
GSM-450 450 450.6–457.6 460.6–467.6 259–293 
GSM-480 480 479.0–486.0 489.0–496.0 306–340 
GSM-710 710 698.2–716.2 728.2–746.2 Dynamic 
GSM-750 750 747.2–762.2 777.2–792.2 438–511 
T-GSM-810 810 806.2–821.2 851.2–866.2 Dynamic 
GSM-850 850 824.2–849.2 869.2–894.2 128–251 
P-GSM-900 900 890.0–915.0 935.0–960.0 1–124 
E-GSM-900 900 880.0–915.0 925.0–960.0 975–1023, 0-124 
R-GSM-900 900 876.0–915.0 921.0–960.0 955–1023, 0-124 
T-GSM-900 900 870.4–876.0 915.4–921.0 Dynamic 
DCS-1800 1800 1710.2–1784.8 1805.2–1879.8 512–885 
PCS-1900 1900 1850.2–1909.8 1930.2–1989.8 512–810 

Table 1.3. Frequency Bands for GSM1 

As we observe in Table 1.3, P-GSM stands for primary GSM-900, and is one of the main bands for conventional cellular 
telephony based on the GSM standard. Similarly, E-GSM stands for Extended GSM and is an extension of the primary 
bands.  R-GSM stands for Railways GSM-900 and is a standard for railway communication and applications between train 
and railway regulation control centers. The system guarantees performance at speeds up to 500 km/h (310 mph).   

Finally, T-GSM stands for Trunking–GSM and is a digital trunked radio system based on GSM. T-GSM addresses industry 
specific dispatching requirements, and is used in both private and public networks. This trunked radio system differs from 
conventional radio systems in that a conventional radio system uses a dedicated channel (frequency) for each individual 
group of users, while "trunking" radio systems use a pool of channels that are available for many different groups of users. 

We also note from Table 1 that a mobile station’s uplink and downlink bands are on different frequencies.  For example, in 
GSM-900, the mobile stations’ uplink band is 890-915 MHz and the downlink band is 935-960 MHz. In this example, the 
duplex spacing is 45 MHz. Within the uplink and downlink bands of GSM-900, the 25 MHz of available spectrum is 125 
channels with 200 kHz spacing.  Note that each channel is assigned a unique channel number, known as its Absolute Radio 
Frequency Channel Number (ARFCN). The ARFCN can be used to calculate the exact frequency of the radio channel, 
together with the additional parameter BAND_INDICATOR. A complete list of the ARFCNs and the associated radio 
channels is shown in Table 1.4. 
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Band  Name  ARFCN Range Uplink Frequency (MHz)  Downlink Frequency (MHz)  
GSM400  GSM450  259 ≤ n ≤ 293  450.6 + 0,2×(n-259)  fup(n) + 10 

GSM480  306 ≤ n ≤ 340  479.0 + 0,2×(n-306)  fup(n) + 10 
GSM700  GSM750  438 ≤ n ≤ 511  747.2 + 0.2×(n-438)  fup(n) + 30 
GSM850  GSM850  128 ≤ n ≤ 251  824.2 + 0.2×(n-128)  fup(n) + 45 
GSM900  Primary GSM  1 ≤ n ≤ 124  890 + 0.2×n  fup(n) + 45 

Extended GSM  0 ≤ n ≤ 124 
975 ≤ n ≤ 1023  

890 + 0.2×n 
890 + 0.2×(n-1024)  

fup(n) + 45 

GSM Rail  0 ≤ n ≤ 124  
955 ≤ n ≤ 1023  

890 + 0.2×n 
890 + 0.2×(n-1024)  

fup(n) + 45 

GSM1800  GSM1800 
(DCS1800)  

512 ≤ n ≤ 885  1710.2 + 0.2×(n-512)  fup(n) + 95 

GSM1900  GSM1900  
(PCS1900)  

512 ≤ n ≤ 810  1850.2 + 0.2×(n-512)  fup(n) + 80 

Table 1.4. ARFCN Ranges for Various ARFCN Bands1 

Modulation Schemes 
The base modulation scheme of GSM is GMSK (Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying), which is a form of continuous-phase 
frequency-shift keying.  GMSK is a unique modulation scheme, because it uses a constant power envelope.  As we observe 
in the constellation of GMSK in Figure 1.1, the symbol transitions do not pass through the origin.   

 

Figure 1.1 Constellation Diagram of GMSK Illustrates a PAPR of 0 dB 

As a result, one significant benefit of the GMSK scheme for cellular communications is that the peak-to-average power 
ration (PAPR) is theoretically 0 dB, though in practice it can be around 1 dB.  Thus, an RF power amplifier can deliver a 
much higher average power on a GSM signal, than it can with modulation schemes that have a higher PAPR.  

The mechanism by which GMSK achieves a constant power envelope is by applying a frequency difference between the 
logical one and logical zero states.  This frequency change is always equal to half the data rate. In terms of the modulation 
index, this is always equal to 0.5.  Thus, while the symbol locations might resemble other quadrature modulation schemes 
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such as QPSK or 4-QAM, the difference is that GMSK uses a change in phase to represent a digital bitstream rather than 
using the absolute phase of the symbol.  As we observe in Figure 1.2, an increase in carrier phase represents one logical 
state, and a decrease in carrier phase represents a different logical state.  Hence, while there are possible phases of the 
carrier, there is only one bit per symbol. 

 

Figure 1.2. MSK Modulation in the Time Domain 

Even though the power spectrum density of signals modulated using MSK falls quickly, it does not fall quickly enough to 
avoid interference between adjacent signals in the frequency band. In order to mitigate this issue, the baseband signal passes 
through a Gaussian shaped filter before modulation, turning the MSK signal into GMSK modulation. 
 
One of the key characteristics of the Gaussian filter is the time-bandwidth product, known as WTb (also known as filter 
alpha). As we observe in Figure 1.3, the time-bandwidth characteristic of a Gaussian filter has a significant impact on the 
signals emissions into adjacent bands.  As we observe in Figure 1.3, MSK has a time-bandwidth product of infinity while 
various Gaussian filters have a constrained signal bandwidth. 
 

 

Figure 1.3 Frequency Response of Various Gaussian Filters 

It is important to note that while filters with lower time-bandwidth products have faster roll-off - they cause the pulse to 
spread over a longer time.  Thus, filters with a lower time-bandwidth product can cause intersymbol interference.  The GSM 
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standard specifies Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying with a time-bandwidth product of 0.3 as a compromise between spectral 
efficiency and intersymbol interference. With this value of WTb, 99% of the power spectrum is within a bandwidth of 250 
kHz.  Because the GSM spectrum is divided into 200 kHz channels for multiple access, interference between the channels 
can be maintained at reasonably low levels. 
 
GMSK has played a very important role as a modulation scheme for use in mobile communication systems because when it 
was introduced it allowed for simpler system designs that used non-linear amplifiers to operate on constant envelope signals; 
offering good BER performance, and self-synchronizing capability (by means of a training sequence of the identical bits, 
which results in a constant frequency for the duration of the burst).   

EDGE and Evolved EDGE  
While GPRS allowed for higher data rates by allowing a handset to utilize a larger number of time slots, EDGE improved 
data rates further by adding higher-order modulation types.  EDGE also uses the same channel allocation as GSM, and is 
considered a backward-compatible extension of GSM.  

EDGE introduced a specialized version of the 8-PSK modulation scheme in addition to allowing for the traditional Gaussian 
minimum-shift keying (GMSK) from GSM.  As we observe in Figure 1.4, the 8-PSK modulation scheme produces a 3-bit 
symbol for every change in carrier phase. Since GMSK only allowed for one bit per symbol, the use of 8-PSK effectively 
triples the gross data rate offered by GSM. 

 

Figure 1.4 Constellation Diagram of 8-PSK Modulation Scheme 

Note that the specific implementation of 8-PSK used in EDGE is 3π/8 8-PSK.  This derivative of 8-PSK applies a 3π/8 
phase shift in the constellation every other symbol.  As a result of this phase shift, the symbol map actually contains 16 
potential symbols.  The 3π/8 is an important feature of this scheme because it avoids transitions through the origin as a 
transmitter changes from one symbol to the next.  Because the power a transition through modulated signals would be zero, 
the implementation of the 3π/8 phase shift effectively reduces the peak to average power ratio (PAPR) versus a traditional 8-
PSK transmission.  A constellation illustrating each of the 16 symbol locations is illustrated in Figure 1.5. 
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Figure 1.5 EDGE Constellation Depicting 3π/8 Rotation 

Similar to other modern digital communications systems, EDGE also can adapt the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) 
thereby adjusting the robustness of the data transmission to fit the quality of the radio channel. 

Evolved EDGE 
Evolved EDGE - or EDGE Evolution - increases data rates over standard EDGE further by offering higher-order modulation 
schemes and carrier aggregation.  Introduced in 3GPP Release 7, Evolve Edge allows for up to two aggregated carriers and 
introduces 16-QAM and 32-QAM modulation.  As a result, the theoretical throughput of Evolved EDGE is up to 1 Mbit/sec.  
In Table 1.5, we compare each of the GSM family of standards for reference. 

 GSM GPRS EDGE EVOLVED EDGE 
Type of Transmission Voice Data Voice & Data Voice & Data 
Modulation Type GMSK GMSK 8-PSK 16-QAM & 32-QAM 
GSM Slot Utilization 1 per 8 slots up to 5 per 8 slots up to 5 per 8 slots up to 5 per 8 slots 
Available Downlink 
Carriers 

1 1 1 2 

Table 1.5. GSM’s Progression to Evolved EDGE Offers Improvements in Data Rate1 

Note that as of 2013, there are no commercial networks that support the Evolved EDGE standard.   

Multiple Access Technology 
The GSM standard combines both Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) and Time Division Multiple Access 
(TDMA) with frequency hopping in its multiple access scheme. A GSM base station allocates a pair of channels to each 
handset (uplink and downlink).  In most scenarios, any given handset will actually share the channel with multiple handsets.  
As a result, each channel is divided into time slots – each of which can contain transmission from a different user – as shown 
in Figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1.6. User Timelsot and Channel Allocation of TDMA 

Although each GSM handset is assigned to a particular uplink or downlink channel, each specific channel is actually shared 
with multiple handsets.  As we observe in Figure 1.6, up to 8 handsets can share a particular channel concurrently. 

Burst and Signal Structure 
Each GSM channel is divided into 120 ms multiframes.  Each multiframe consists of 26 frames, each one 4.615 ms long. 
The GSM system uses two of these frames for control purposes, while the remaining 24 frames are used for traffic. Each 
frame is further divided into eight 576.875 µs (usually approximated to 577 µs) time slots.  Each time slot can contain a 
burst from one of several users, though users can use multiple timeslots for GPRS or EDGE data transmissions. 

 

Figure 1.7 GSM Normal Burst and TDMA Frame Structure 

The GSM burst itself contains 148 bits, which are used for both data, signaling, and synchronization.  As we observe in 
Figure 1.7, the first and last three bits in the burst (called tail bits) are used for the transmitter to power up and down and are 
not used to transmit information.  In the middle of the burst, 26 bits are used for synchronization and training of the adaptive 
equalizer.  These bits are called the midamble and synchronization with the midamble is a critical part of GSM transmitter 
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testing.  Note that singular bit known as a stealing flag is placed both before and after the midamble.  This bit is used to 
indicate whether the burst contains data bits or signaling traffic.  Finally, the burst contains two blocks of 57 data bits, one 
before and one after the midamble.  These blocks of data bits contain any message information  - which can be either voice 
or data. 

Besides the normal burst, the GSM standard also defines several other bursts – each of which are designed to accomplish a 
unique purpose.  These include the frequency correction burst, the synchronization burst, the access burst, and the dummy 
burst and are illustrated in Figure 1.8. 

 

Figure 1.8 Various Types of GSM bursts 

• Frequency Correction Burst: This burst uses all zeros as its data and the resulting signal essentially consists of a 
constant frequency carrier with no phase alteration. 

• Synchronization Burst: This burst sends a training sequence of 64 bits for synchronization of the mobiles on the 
network. 

• Access Burst: Used to access the network, this burst has reduced data and a much longer guard period. The GSM 
system uses this burst structure to ensure that it fits in the time slot regardless of any severe timing problems that 
may exist. Once the mobile has accessed the network and timing has been aligned, the requirement for the long 
guard period is eliminated.  

• Dummy Burst: This is a type of normal burst of information that contains no user data information. The system 
uses it to fill a time slot or frame with information, thus maintaining a continuous flow of data sent to a channel or 
time slot. 

Channel Structure 
Various GSM bursts can be used to handle either data or control, and the GSM standard uses a complex nomenclature of 
physical and logical channels to describe this information.  As we described earlier, the GSM frame is divided into timeslots 
– and each time slot is approximately 577 µs in duration.  Each timeslot in a GSM frame is called a physically channel, and 
since there are 8 time slots per frame – GSM has 8 physical channels.   

By contrast, to physical channels, which describe the time slot of a GSM transmission, logical channels merely describe the 
type of carried in each burst.   In fact, the complex hierarchy of GSM logical channels is merely an effort to organize the 
types of control and traffic data that a packet can carry.  One important note is that any physical channel can contain data for 
any type of logical channel. 
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Logical channels – which describe the type of data a burst is carrying – are divided into two main categories: control 
channels and traffic channels.  Control channels are often referred to as “signaling channels” and contain information that 
allows for the setup and maintenance of a call, services such as handoff when the call is in progress, and even call 
termination.  By contrast, the traffic channels carry payload information which is either voice or data.  The full hierarchy of 
GSM’s logical channels is illustrated in Figure 1.9 

 

Figure 1.9.  GSM Logical channels 

One should further note from Figure Y that the GSM control logical channels are further divided into three channel 
categories, the Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH), Common Control Channel (CCCH), and Dedicated Control Chanel 
(DDCH).  Within these control channels, the message data can be further categorized by various sub-channels. 

Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH) 
Broadcast control channels are downlink channels that handle network issues such as frequency correction, synchronization 
between the base station and mobile station, and information about the network channel structure.  As illustrated in Figure 
Y, these logical channels are supported through three types of GSM bursts.  The specific logical broadcast control channels 
are illustrated below: 

• FCCH (Frequency control channel): This logical channel handles frequency correction and requires a frequency 
correction burst.  

• SCH (Synchronization channel): The synchronization channel allows for synchronization of the mobile station and 
base station.  

• BCCH (Broadcast control channel): It contains Broadcast Network information, describing the current control 
channel structure.  
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Common Control Channels (CCCH) 
The GSM common control channel (CCCH) is generally responsible for general control associated with handling a call.  The 
channels within the CCCH channel require either the normal burst or the access burst. 

• PCH (Paging channel): The systems uses this channel primarily to notify the mobile that it has an incoming call 
and uses the normal burst. 

• AGCH (Access grant channel): The AGCH acknowledges channel requests from MS and requires the normal 
burst. 

• RACH (Random access channel): The RACH channel is used for access requests, responses to call 
announcement, and location updates.  This channel uses the access burst.  

Dedicated Control Channel (DCCH) 

The final control channel is the dedicated control channel (DCCH), which is responsible for signaling exchanges, text 
message exchanges, and handovers.  Channels supported by the DCCH use either the normal burst or the access burst. 

• SDCCH (Stand-alone dedicated control channel): This channel is used for signaling exchanges, call setup, and 
registration/location updates and is supported by the normal bust. 

• SACCH (Slow associated control channel): The SACCH channel is used for transfers with a relatively low data 
rates, including transfers for Short Message Service (SMS) messages if associated with a traffic channel.  SACCH 
uses the normal burst. 

• FACCH (Fast associated control channel): This channel is used for time critical signaling – and can actually 
replace data in a traffic channel (TCH) with its own information (such as handover signaling).   FACCH 
information can be transmitted using either a normal or an access burst. 

Traffic Channels 
In addition to control channels, the GSM network uses traffic logical channels to carry voice or data information.  GSM 
supports two traffic channels and both channels use the normal burst. 

• TCHf (Traffic channel): Full rate traffic channel.  When operating at full rate, a subscriber uses one GSM timeslot 
per GSM frame. 

• TCHh (Traffic channel): Half rate traffic channel.  When operating at half rate, two subscribers share the same 
timeslot per 8 bursts.  In this scenario, each GSM frame can support up to 16 subscribers. 
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2. GSM/EDGE Transmitter Measurements 

GSM transmitter measurements - either done on a handset or on individual cellular front-end components - can generally be 
divided into the broad categories of power measurements, spectrum measurements, and modulation quality measurements.  
Transmitter conformance is an essential part of ensuring that a device is interoperable with other devices and the base 
station. For example, power and spectrum measurements ensure that one handset does not interfere with other users’ 
channels and timeslots. In addition, modulation quality measurements ensure that inherent the transmitter does not impair 
the signal to the point that a base station would be unable to demodulate the uplink signal.   

GSM transmitter measurements are prescribed by section 4 of the 3GPP TS 05.05 specification document, and are illustrated 
in Table 2.1. 

 Measurement 3GPP TS 05.05 Section 

Power Measurements 
Transmit Power (TXP) 4.1.1 
Power Verus Time (PVT) Annex B 
Output Level Dynamic Operation 4.5.2 

Spectrum Measurements 
Output RF Spectrum (ORFS) 4.2 
Spurious Emissions 4.3 

Modulation Quality 
Measurements 

Radio Frequency Tolerance 4.4 
GMSK Modulation 4.6.1 
8-PSK Modulation 4.6.2 

Table 2.1. GSM Transmitter Measurements and Specification Section1 

Transmitter Test Setup Configuration 
When characterizing a GSM/EDGE transmitter, a vector signal analyzer (VSA) is the preferred instrument.  This instrument 
is ideal because of its ability not only to make modulation quality measurements - but also to make accurate power and 
spectrum measurements. Note that the test configuring of a GSM device various, depending on whether you are testing a 
handset versus discrete components such as a diplexer or PA.  When testing a handset, the handset itself produces the signal 
you are measuring.  When testing a component, a vector signal generator (VSG) is also required to source the GSM/EDGE 
to the device under test.  The typical test setup for most GSM transmit measurements is illustrated in Figure 2.1.   

 

Figure 2.1 GSM Handset and PA Instrument Configurations 

As we observe in Figure 2.1, the stimulus for transmit measurements of a GSM handset, is the radio itself.  Thus, the 
handset is cabled to an RF vector signal analyzer.  When testing an RF component such as a diplexer or power amplifier, a 
vector signal generator is required to introduce a stimulus to the device under test – also shown in Figure X.  Note that in 
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this scenario, some transmitter measurements such as output level dynamic operation and radio frequency tolerance do not 
apply for components.  

Setting VSA Reference Level 
When using a VSA, one important tip is to trigger or gate the measurement such that the analyzer acquires the useful portion 
of the burst. Additionally, one must configure the input power settings of the VSA to correctly handle the input power of the 
DUT.  For example, the RF output power of a class 2 mobile device in the GSM900 band could be as high as 8W (39 dBm).  
By contrast, most VSA’s are designed to accept input power as high as +30 dBm.  As a result, sufficient external attenuation 
(usually in the range of 20 to 30 dB) must be applied at the input of the signal analyzer to avoid damage to the RF front end.  
While the VSA itself will have a programmable attenuator at the input, using a large amount of attenuation at the front end 
has the added advantage of improving the impedance match between the Device Under Test and the measurement 
equipment. 

When testing any modulated signal, careful attention must be used to set the appropriate reference level of the signal 
analyzer.  For example, most VSA’s automatically account for range of modulated signals by applying a “headroom” to the 
reference level.  If, for example, a VSA uses 8 dB of headroom, it would require a signal in excess of 8 dB higher than its 
programmed reference level to saturate or clip the ADC of the signal analyzer.  With some knowledge of the PAPR of the 
signal being tested, one can optimize the VSA’s accuracy by setting the reference level very close to the peak signal power.  
This configuration will maximize the measurement signal to noise ratio (SNR).  

Burst Characteristics and Synchronization 
Because of the bursty nature of the GSM/EDGE signal, triggering and synchronization to the burst waveform are essential to 
get correct measurements.  Today, modern vector signal analyzers with the appropriate measurement software is able to 
automatically synchronize with a burst.  This process involves demodulating the  signal and setting the reference to be the 
time between symbols 13 and 14 (the midamble) of the training sequence.   

In order to do this, the RF signal analyzer is armed with a power trigger that fires on the on the rising edge of the burst.  
Typically, the trigger threshold is configured to be 10 to 20 dB below the expected burst power.  In general, it is more 
common to get a false trigger when 8-PSK bursts, because the amplitude changes of the waveform could cause false 
triggering and erroneous results.  In this case, a false trigger can be avoided by reducing the power trigger level.   

Power Measurements 

The power characteristics of GSM transmitters are specified by section 4.1 of the 3GPP TS 05.05 specification document.  
The primary measurements are transmit power (TXP) and power versus time (PVT), which are specified in Section 4.1 and 
Annex B, respectively. 

Transmit Power (TXP) 
On a mobile handset, output power is measured for two purposes, first to ensure that the device does not exceed the 
maximum output power requirement, and second to calibrate the transmit power of the device.  The transmit power 
measurement (TXP) measures the average RF output power during the useful part of the burst. The GSM specification 
defines the useful part of the burst to be 542.75 µs long, located at the center of the burst, as depicted below in Figure 2.2.   
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.  

Figure 2.2 GSM Burst on Timeslot 0 

Section 4.1.1 of the 3GPP TS 05.05 specification document define the maximum output power specifications, as shown in 
Tables 2.2 and 2.3.  These specifications define both the maximum output power as well as the power tolerances for the 
handset. 

Power 
class 

GSM 400 & GSM 900 & 
GSM 850 Nominal 
Maximum output power 

DCS 1 800 Nominal 
Maximum output 
power 

PCS 1 900 Nominal 
Maximum output 
power 

Tolerance for conditions  

normal extreme 
1  - - - - - -  1 W (+30 dBm)  1 W (+30 dBm)  ±2 dB ±2.5 dB 

2  8 W (+39 dBm)  0.25 W (+24 dBm)  0.25 W (+24 dBm)  ±2 dB ±2.5 dB 

3  5 W (+37 dBm)  4 W (+36 dBm)  2 W (+33 dBm)  ±2 dB ±2.5 dB 

4  2 W (+33 dBm)    ±2 dB ±2.5 dB 

5  0.8 W (+29 dBm)    ±2 dB ±2.5 dB 

Table 2.2 GSM Mobile Station Output Power for GMSK Modulation1 

  

Training bit 13 
and 14 reference 
point

Transmit Power (TXP) 
measurement during 

useful part of the burst 
(542.75µs)
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Power 
class 

GSM 400 & 
GSM 900 & 
GSM 850 
Nominal 
Maximum 
output power 

GSM 400 & GSM 900 
& GSM 850 Tolerance 
for conditions  

DCS 1 800 
Nominal 
Maximum 
output power  

PCS 1 900 
Nominal 
Maximum 
output power 

DCS 1800 & PCS 1900 
Tolerance (dB) for 
conditions 

Normal extreme normal extreme 

E1 +33 dBm ±2 dB ±2.5 dB +30 dBm  +30 dBm  ±2 dB ±2.5 dB 
E2  +27 dBm  ±3 dB ±4 dB +26 dBm  +26 dBm  -4/+3 dB -4.5/+4 dB 
E3  +23 dBm ±3 dB ±4 dB +22 dBm  +22 dBm  ±3 dB ±4 dB 

Table 2.3 EDGE Mobile Station Output Power for 8-PSK1 

Note that the maximum output power for 8-PSK in any one band is always equal to or less than GMSK maximum output 
power for the same equipment in the same band.   

The output power tolerance for a GSM handset can be defined as the accuracy with which a handset can set its own 
transmitters output power.  As we observe in Tables 2.2 and 2.3, this can range from ±2 dB in normal conditions to  ±4 dB 
in more extreme conditions.  Given the requirement of a handset to set its own transmit power to a specific level, transmit 
power calibration is an important element of a handset during production test.  This procedure involves running the 
Transmitted Power (TxP) test over multiple power levels, across the various operational GSM/EDGE bands, building a table 
of frequencies and power levels.  The resulting information is stored in the EEPROM of the device.  This allows the mobile 
device to adjust its transmitted output power to expected levels during normal transmitter operation. The mobile device 
responds to commands from the base station to increase or reduce the transmitted power, so that the base station receives 
signals from all mobile devices at relatively similar power levels.   

Power versus Time (PvT) 
Due to the fact that multiple GSM handsets share a given channel in the uplink, GSM transmitters are also required to satisfy 
power ramp-up and ramp-down characteristics.  This is especially important given the relatively short duration of a GSM 
burst – which is only 577 µs.  A GSM transmitter’s ramp-up and ramp-down characteristics are measured by the power 
versus time (PVT) measurement. 

Consider, for example, if a transmitter used 20% of the allotted timeslot to ramp-up to the desired power. In this case, the 
initial bits of the transmitted sequence would become distorted, and the base station would be unable to demodulate this 
portion of the signal. Additionally, if the transmitter ramped down its power too slowly or if the transmitter didn’t 
completely turn off, a handset would potentially interference with the transmission of the handset operating in the 
subsequent timeslot.  

The Power versus Time measurement compares the power of the GSM burst against a time domain mask prescribed by 
Annex B of the 3GPP TS 05.05 specifications – as shown in Figure 2.3.  This trace defines both the ramp-up and ramp-
down time for a GSM burst, with allowances for overshoot in the ramp-up period.  
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Figure 2.3 Power versus Time Measurement of a GSM burst (GMSK Modulation) 

As we observe in Figure 2.3, the power versus time mask is referenced to the synchronization sequence of a GSM burst.  In 
this case, alignment with symbols 13 and 14 – in the center of the burst – defines the alignment of both the ramp-up and 
ramp-down time intervals.  Because synchronization with the burst amble is required for the PvT measurement, test 
equipment must be able to demodulate the waveform in order to perform this measurement.  Observe also that the power is 
referenced to the mean transmitted RF power (dBc) over the useful part of the burst. 

Similar to the GMSK transmissions of GSM, the 8-PSK transmissions of EDGE is subject to similar power versus time 
mask requirements.  Note that since 8-PSK has a higher peak to average power ratio (PAPR), the PVT mask allows higher 
power variation over the course of the burst.  This is shown in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 Power Versus Time Trace of an EDGE Burst (8-PSK Modulation) 

Note that the PVT trace is also an important debugging tool because it allows engineers to troubleshoot various timing issues 
in handset’s output control loop or transmit power amplifier.  In addition, the ramp-up and ramp-down time of the handset is 
closely tied to the spectral emissions of the device.  If the ramp-up and ramp-down times are too quickly, energy will spread 
over a broader spectrum and could potentially cause the device to fail spectrum measurements such as Output RF Spectrum 
(ORFS). 

Spectrum Measurements 

Spectrum measurements for cellular communications systems are an important element of ensuring interoperability between 
devices.  Because GSM/EDGE uses a TDMA scheme, each handset operates at narrowly spaced channels.  As a result, it’s 
important to ensure that one handset does not produce spectral emissions in neighboring adjacent bands.  The GSM standard 
prescribes two spectrum measurements to measure this effect: the output RF spectrum (ORFS) measurement, and the 
spurious emissions measurement. 

Output RF Spectrum (ORFS) 
The Output RF Spectrum Measurement (ORFS) characterizes the amount of unwanted RF spectral content that a transmitter 
emits into adjacent channels and bands.  The ORFS measurement actually consists of two measurements – ORFS due to 
modulation and ORFS due to switching.  While both measurements are computed similarly, each measurement describes the 
spectral emissions occurring from various portions of the GSM or EDGE burst. 
 
ORFS due to modulation can be measured using anywhere from 50% to 90% of the useful part of a burst – excluding any 
data from the midamble. The measurement of spectrum due to modulation and wideband noise ensures that the transmitted 
power stays within the allocated channel and doesn’t spill over excessively on adjacent channels – which would adversely 
affected transmissions in these channels. 
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By contrast, ORFS due to switching captures the spectral emissions that occur during the ramp-up and ramp-down portions 
of the burst.  As one might expect, the switching transients produce spectral emissions that are often greater than emissions 
due to modulation.  The purpose of the ORFS due to switching measurement is to capture the magnitude of any "ringing" 
and other fast switching effects during the burst transients.  The methodology for measuring the spectrum due to switching is 
very similar to that of the spectrum due to modulation The main difference between spectrum due to modulation and 
spectrum due to switching is that in the latter, the analyzer captures the whole burst, including the on and off ramps (no burst 
gating).  The first step is to measure the power at the carrier frequency to obtain a reference power.  Typical results for an 
ORFS measurement are illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
 

 

Figure 2.5 ORFS Due to Modulation 

 
For both the ORFS due to switching and the ORFS due to modulation, the measurement itself describes the power emitted 
into a range of bands adjacent to the carrier.  When measuring ORFS, power bands from 100 kHz to 1800 kHz offset from 
the center frequency are measured in a 30 kHz integration bandwidth.  From 1800 kHz to 6 MHz, the system measures 
emitted power using a 100 kHz bandwidth.   

The specification limits for the ORFS measurements varies between ORFS due to switching and ORFS due to modulation, 
as shown in Tables 2,4 and 2.5. Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 of the 3GPP TS 05.05 specifications includes a complete set of 
limit tables.  
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Frequency offset from the carrier GSM 400 & GSM 900 & GSM 850 DCS 1800 & PCS 1 900 
< 600 kHz -36 dB -36 dB 
≥ 600 kHz, < 1 800 kHz -51 dB -56 dB 
≥ 1 800 kHz -46 dB -51 dB 

Table 2.4 ORFS Due to Modulation Specification Limits for Mobile Stations3 

Power Level Maximum Level Measured 
400 KHz offset 600 KHz offset 1200 KHz offset 1800 KHz offset 

+39 dBm -21 dB -26 dB -32 dB -36 dB 
≤ +37 dBm -23 dB -26 dB -32 dB -36 dB 

Table 2.5 ORFS Due to Switching Specification Limits for Mobile Stations1 

As we observe in Table 2.5, the ORFS due to switching requirements start at 400 kHz offset from carrier.  We should also 
note that, for the handset, these requirements are generally stringent than ORFS due to modulation. 

Best Practices for ORFS Measurements 
When the GSM standard was first introdced, swept tuned spectrum analyzers were still a common instrument of choice for 
performing spectrum measurements – and the GSM test specifications were written accordingly.  Today, modern signal 
analyzers have very wide real-time bandwidth specifications that allow them to perform spectral measurements digitally on a 
large portion of the spectrum by applying an FFT to digitized IQ vector information.  As a result, some of the prescribed test 
methodologies of the standard can be reinterpreted for more modern instruments.  

Traditionally, the ORFS measurement performed using swept-tuned spectrum analyzer was extremely time consuming – 
because it required the instrument to re-tune its front end for each frequency offset.  With a traditional spectrum analyzer, 
the only method to measure spectrum emissions on specific portions of a burst and with multiple integration bandwidths is 
with multiple sweeps – each at a different center frequency.  Historically, ORFS was measured using zero span mode of the 
spectrum analyzers.  With this setting, a filter bandwidth of 30 kHz was used for bands up to 1800 kHz from the carrier, and 
a filter bandwidth of 100 kHz was used for bands more than 1800 kHz from the carrier. 

With a swept-tuned analyzer, the measurement begins by tuning the analyzer at the carrier frequency of interest and gating 
across only part of the modulated burst, from 50% to 90% of the burst, excluding the midamble.  Because of this partial 
sampling of the whole burst, the measured power will be several dB less than what an actual transmitted RF power 
measurement will provide.  Subsequently, the test re-tunes the analyzer at the next specified offset frequency and measures 
the gated power.  The measurement continues re-tuning and measuring the gated power at all specified offsets.  The test 
compares the results to the carrier power and presents them in dBc.  This method produces a discrete picture of the spectrum 
due only to modulation, because the gated measurement discards the effects of ramping up and down. 

                                                             
 

 

3 3GPP TS 05.05 Specification 
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By contrast, modern wideband vector signal analyzers (VSA) can perform the ORFS measurement substantially faster than 
traditional swept-tuned analyzers, as shown in Table 2.6.   

Instrument Type ORFS due to modulation 
(time in seconds) 

ORFS due to switching 
(time in seconds) 

Swept-tuned Spectrum Analyzer 1.45 1.27 
Wideband Vector Signal Analyzer 0.126 (combined time) 

Table 2.6 Typical Test Times of an ORFS Measurement1 

VSAs capture the entire spectrum of interest in a single triggered IQ acquisition.  Signal processing algorithms are used to 
measure output spectral emissions at each of the frequency offsets with the prescribed bandwidth. Depending on the 
algorithm implementation, some instruments might use a larger portion of the burst, not constraining their acquisition to the 
50 to 90% range, as specified in the standard.  Modern VSAs usually perform the measurement of ORFS due to modulation 
and switching simultaneously, and the modern test techniques based on digital signal processing previously discussed apply 
to both measurements.  As we observe in Table 2.6, modern VSA’s can perform an ORFS measurement approximately 20 
times faster than the time required for a swept-tuned analyzer to perform ORFS due to switching and ORFS due to 
modulation. 

Spurious Emissions 
The spurious emissions measurement is designed to characterize spurs and other narrowband emissions from a 
GSM/transmitter. This measurement is made in a peak-hold measurement mode using an RF signal analyzer.  The 
specification for spurious emissions is concerned with three kinds of spurious behavior:  

• Spurious signals in the current GSM/EDGE operating band 
• Spurious signals in other GSM/EDGE bands 
• Wideband spurious outside of the GSM/EDGE bands 

 

Unlike the ORFS measurement, the measurement bandwidth for spurious emissions varies according to the offset from the 
center frequency. Table 2.7 illustrates the various measurement bandwidths and for each frequency offset for the spurious 
emissions measurement. 

Band Frequency Offset Measurement Bandwidth 

Relevant Transmit Band 
≥ 1.8 MHz (from carrier) 30 kHz 
≥ 6 MHz (from carrier) 100 kHz 

100 kHz to 50 MHz Not Applicable 10 kHz 

50 MHz to 500 MHz out of Band 
≥ 2 MHz (from band edge) 30 kHz 
≥ 5 MHz (from band edge) 100 kHz 

Above 500 MHz outside the band of interest 

≥ 2 MHz (from band edge) 30 kHz 
≥ 5 MHz (from band edge) 100 kHz 
≥ 10 MHz (from band edge) 300 kHz 
≥ 20 MHz (from band edge) 1 MHz 
≥ 30 MHz (from band edge) 3 MHz 

Table 2.7. Measurement Bandwidth for Spurious Emissions 
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In general, the spurious emissions requirements for a mobile station specify that the emissions can be no more than -36 dBm 
for frequencies ranging from 9 kHz, and -30 dBm in frequencies ranging from 1 GHz to 12.75 GHz.  Note that there are 
specific requirements for each GSM band – and these are detailed in Section 4.3.3 of the GPP TS 05.05 Specifications. 

Modulation Accuracy 

Similar to other wireless communications systems, the modulation quality of a GSM/EDGE transmission has a substantial 
affect on the ability of the receiver to demodulate it. Inherent transmitter impairments such as phase noise, quadrature 
imperfections, and power amplifier non-linearity will impair a transmitted signal.  These impairments, in conjunction with 
over-the-air channel impairments such as multi-path fading and a finite signal to noise ratio each contribute to challenges the 
base station might have demodulating the signal.  As a result, characterization of the modulation quality of a GSM/EDGE 
transmitter is an important step to ensure that the modulated carrier can be successfully demodulated by the receiver.  The 
GSM standard provides requirements for both frequency error as well as modulation quality.  For GSM transmissions, the 
metric of modulation quality is Phase and Frequency Error (PFER), and for EDGE transmissions, the metric of modulation 
quality is Error Vector Magnitude (EVM). 

Frequency errors are usually an indication of a device’s improper frequency synthesis and phase lock loop (PLL) behavior. 
If this kind of error is detected especially when tuning between frequencies, this could be indicative of a slow-settling 
synthesizer and its associated PLL. Frequency errors can have multiple effects on a mobile communication system.  Not 
only does frequency error make it more difficult for a base station to demodulate a transmitter, but it also increases the 
likelihood that a transmitter could interfere with an adjacent channel. 

In addition, while measurements such as Transmitted Power (TXP) and Power versus Time (PVT) mainly capture the 
performance of the RF Power amplifier of GSM/EDGE devices, modulation quality measurements capture impairments that 
could have occurred from a broader range of sources.  Phase errors indicate possible quadrature impairments, such as IQ 
gain imbalance, quadrature skew, or IQ offset.  These modulator impairments make it difficult for a receiver to demodulate 
the signal correctly, in particular and most critically when the SNR is low. 

Frequency Error  
Section 4.4 of the 3GPP TS 05.05 specification document determines what are the Mobile Station’s frequency error 
measurements.  This section actually refers to Section 6.1 of the 3GPP TS 05.10 specifications document, which in turn 
defines frequency error as the difference between the RF modulated carrier frequency transmitted from the handset and the 
assigned frequency. The document specifies this characteristic in ppm (parts per million).   

The test specification specifies that the frequency error should be in the range of ±0.1 ppm for all bands with the exception 
of GSM 400. At a carrier frequency of 850 MHz, the allowable frequency error would be ±85 Hz.   For GSM 400, by 
contrast, the frequency error requirements are ±0.2 ppm.  Thus, for a carrier frequency of 400 MHz, 0.2 ppm translates to an 
allowable frequency error of 80 Hz. 

Phase and Frequency Error (PFER) 
Unlike many wireless communications systems which rely on the EVM measurement to measure modulation quality, GSM 
transmissions use a measurement known as phase and frequency error (PFER).  For GSMK signals, PFER is a more 
appropriate metric of modulation quality than EVM because of inherent intersymbol interference introduced in the Gaussian 
filter.  The PFER measurement characterizes the phase error of each recovered symbol, and is usually represented as a peak 
and Root Mean Squared (RMS) value.  
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In order to understand the PFER measurements, we must first review the theory of GMSK modulation.  Given that GSM 
uses the Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) modulation scheme, each subsequent symbol is based on 90 degree 
phase shifts of the carrier wave. GMSK uses the changes in phase between the current symbol and the previous symbol to 
represent 0s and 1s.   Consider, as an example that the transmitted bits are: 101010000.  As we observe in Figure 2.6, the 
phase of the signal would increase or decrease in 0.5π increments at integer values of the symbol rate.   

 

Figure 2.6 MSK Phase Versus Time for a GMSK Signal 

From Figure 2.6, observe that the precision of the modulated signal is dependent on the precise phase changes at each 
transition.  PFER is a simple metric that captures the phase error for each simple. 
 
Modern vector signal analyzers measure PFER by first sampling the useful part of the burst– which consists of 147 
modulating bits4 - and detecting the actual phase change over time.  Based on the acquired waveform, the ideal phase curve 
can be calculated. The ideal phase curve is then subtracted from the measured curve, which results in an error signal – as 
shown in Figure 2.7.  The variation of this error signal is the phase error and is commonly presented both as a peak and 
Root Mean Squared (RMS) values.  
 

                                                             
 

 

4 GSM 05.04: "Digital cellular telecommunication system (Phase 2+); Modulation". 
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Figure 2.8 Computation Phase Error from Measured and Ideal Phase Curves 

Section 4.6.1 of the 3GPP TS 05.05 specifications, dictate that the RMS phase error shall not be greater than 5°, with a 
maximum peak deviation during the useful part of the burst less than 20°, as shown in Table 2.8. 
 

RMS Phase Error Limit (Deg) Peak Phase Error Limit (Deg) 
5° +/- 20° 

Table 2.8. Phase Error Limits 

Measuring Frequency Error 
In addition to phase error, frequency error can easily be reported using the PFER measurement.  First, consider that the 
frequency error of a baseband signal is as simple as measuring the phase error over specific interval of time.  When 
measuring frequency error, a common methodology is to unwrap the phase component of the baseband signal, to obtain an 
estimated straight line without discontinuities. At a constant frequency offset ω0=2πf0, the phase signal corresponds to a 
noisy ramp function described by: 

𝜃 𝑡 = 𝜔!𝑇! ∙ 𝑡 + 𝜃! + 𝑛(𝑡) 

Equation 2.1. Phase as a Function of Frequency Error 
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Where n(t) is a phase error term due to fading and channel noise.  Notice that in the absence of this noise term, the frequency 
is equal to the slope of the ramp. In the presence of noise the slope (frequency) needs to be estimated by the measurement 
algorithms. 

Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) 
Modulation accuracy of an EDGE transmitter is performed using the error vector magnitude (EVM) measurement.  This 
metric of modulation quality applies not only to the 8-PSK modulation of EDGE, but also to 16-PSK and 32-PSK 
modulations of Evolved EDGE.  EVM is the most comprehensive metric of modulation quality because it can capture a 
wide range of transmitter impairments including phase noise, non-linearity, and quadrature errors. 
 
EVM is measured using the phase and magnitude of a recovered symbol and is defined as the ratio of the symbols error 
vector to its magnitude vector.  As we observe in Figure 2.9, the error vector represents the vector distance between the 
phase and magnitude of a recovered symbol and its ideal symbol location.  Also in Figure 2.9, the magnitude vector is 
equivalent to the magnitude of the recovered symbol.  

 

Figure 2.9 Error Vector Magnitude 

EVM describes the ratio of the error vector to the magnitude vector.  For EDGE transmissions, EVM is always represented 
in percent (%), though OFDM transmissions such as LTE represent EVM in dB.  In most cases, EVM is expressed as a route 
mean square (RMS) over a measurement window of N symbols, and is defined by Equation 2.2. 
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Equation 2.2. RMS EVM Calculation Over N Symbols 

In Equation 2.2, 𝐼!is the I component of the j-th symbol received,  𝑄! is the Q component of the j-th symbol received,  𝐼! is 
the ideal I component of the j-th symbol received,  𝑄! is the ideal Q component of the j-th symbol received. In general, 
characterizing the modulation quality of a transmitter requires statistical analysis of EVM over a large number of symbols.  
As a result, Section 4.6.2 of the 3GPP TS 05.05 specifications recommend that 200 bursts be captured when performing an 
EVM measurement. 
 
While RMS EVM is the most common EVM metric for most wireless communications systems, section 4.6 of  3GPP TS 
05.05 standard also specifies additional EVM metrics such as origin offset suppression and 95 percentile EVM.  Each of 
these is describe below: 

RMS EVM:  RMS EVM is defined as the route mean squared EVM of all symbols in a given burst,  RMS is 
calculated using Equation X. 

Peak EVM: The peak value of EVM is the peak error deviation within a burst, measured at each symbol interval, 
averaged over at least 200 bursts to reflect the transient nature of the peak deviation. The GSM/EDGE specification 
calls for a minimum distance of 7 idle slots. 

Origin Offset Suppression:  Origin offset, described in dB, is a metric of modulation accuracy, and is defined to be 
the ratio of the carrier leakage to the modulated signal. To compute origin offset suppression, the measurement system 
acquires at least 200 bursts. For each burst, the system calculates a value using the formula for the origin offset 
suppression shown in the equation below.  The system should take the logarithm only after averaging over the total 
number of bursts. 
 

𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛  𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡  𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛   𝑑𝐵 =   −10𝑙𝑜𝑔!"
𝐶! !

1
𝑁 𝑆(𝑘) !!

 

95th Percentile EVM: According to the GSM/EDGE specification, only 5% of the symbols are allowed to have an 
EVM exceeding the 95:th-percentile point. The EVM values are acquired during the useful part of the burst, excluding 
tail bits, over 200 bursts. 

EDGE transmitters must conform to specifications for each each of the EVM requirements shown above, which is described 
in Table 2.9. 
 

RMS EVM (%) Peak EVM (%) Offset Suppression (dB) 95th Percentile 
9 30 30 < 15% 

Table 2.9. EDGE Modulation Accuracy Limits  

Note that while section 4.6.2 of the 3GPP TS 05.05 specifications have specific requirements for RMS, Peak, offset 
suppression, and 95th percentile EVM, EVM can also be represented on a symbol by symbol basis.  As we observe in Figure 
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2.10, the EVM versus time or EVM versus symbol traces can often be a useful tool to troubleshoot issues with transmitter 
design. 

 

Figure 2.10 EVM versus time for an EDGE burst 

In addition to EVM versus time, other useful tools are: separation of results in magnitude error and phase error components.  
Visualization of phase error versus time allows engineers identify exactly when there are problems with the modulation.  
Also, magnitude error versus time allows engineers to identify a potentially amplitude droops that might occur at the 
beginning or end of a pulse due to issues with the transmit PA. 

Many RF communications engineers prefer a straight use of the numerical modulation accuracy results to gain insight into 
the IQ modulation behavior of their EDGE circuits and systems.  They are cautious when using the constellation plots 
because, as specified, the constellation does a 3π/8 radian rotation per symbol and then applies a linearized pulse shaping 
filter, so the trajectory of the signal doesn’t necessarily move between the fixed theoretical 8-PSK points.  Though it’s 
harder to determine how close the demodulated symbols are to the decision thresholds by looking at the constellation, the 
plot is still useful to gain a quick understanding of undesired behavior such as power compression, low SNR, and nearby 
spurious interferers. 
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3. GSM/EDGE Receiver Characteristics 

So far, this chapter has described the relatively straightforward procedure to measure the transmitter characteristics of GSM 
mobiles, especially because the tester can measure the values directly.  But when it comes to GSM receiver characteristics, 
the physical effects are part of the DUT itself, making a direct receiver measurement impossible. 

Receiver measurements allow characterization and testing of the handset’s ability to demodulate over-the-air signals within 
a specified minimum bit error rate (BER) or a related rate, such as residual bit error rate (RBER, when frames are erased, the 
test equipment measures the BER of the remaining frames), frame erasure rate (FER, the percentage of erased frames 
compared to the total number of frames sent during an observation period) or block error rate (BLER, similar to BER, but 
the resolution is at a block, rather than a bit level. A block consists of four radio bursts).  During development and 
conformance testing, the GSM specification ensures the GSM receiver’s performance over a range of RF conditions, such as 
low power, high power, intermodulation, and in the presence of in-band and out-of-band interference. In high-volume 
manufacturing of mobile handsets, however, it’s enough to stimulate the receiver with a low power GSM signal and carry 
out a reference sensitivity test. 

The specification gives the requirements in terms of power levels at the antenna connector of the receiver. Table X outlines 
the receiver measurements of the 3GPP TS 05.05 specification.  

Measurement 3GPP TS 05.05 Section 
Nominal Error Rate 6.1 
Reference Sensitivity Level 6.2 
Blocking Characteristics 5.1 
AM Suppression Characteristics 5.2 
Intermodulation Characteristics 5.3 
Spurious Emissions 5.4 

Table 3.1. Description of GSM Receiver Measurements1 

Receiver Test Setup Configuration 
In practice, measure the GSM/EDGE sensitivity by providing a receiver with a pseudo-random bit sequence on specific 
GSM channels. The device under test demodulates and decodes this pattern and returns the resulting bit sequence to the test 
system, which compares the original sequence with the received sequence to calculate the error metrics for the logical 
channel under test.  Figure 3.1 shows a typical test setup. 
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Figure 2 Instrument Configuration for Sensitivity Measurement in Loopback Mode 

Note that there are several different ways of implementing the return path.  One common method is 'loopback'; where the 
device under test does a retransmission over the RF channel of the data it receives. In this scenario, the DUT’s receiver 
demodulates and decodes a given transmission – and then re-modulates it on the transmit chain.   

GSM/EDGE testers can use different loopback modes. The most prevalent loopback modes configure the tester to generate a 
channel-coded, pseudo-random bit sequence, and apply it to the receiver using the RF interface. In looback mode A, the 
DUT doesn’t return the received voice frames with non-correctable class 1a errors (class 1a offers very good encoding 
protection for the bits that are the most sensitive to errors).  Instead, it marks them as erased frames.  In this case, the DUT 
sends back a voice frame consisting entirely of zeroes. When the tester receives this type of frame it increments the FER 
(frame error rate) counter. With this type of loop the tester takes into account only voice frames with a certain minimum 
quality, for BER computation.   

When configuring the tester and DUT to operate in loopback mode B, the DUT returns exactly what it has received on a 
specific channel. For high-volume production of mobile handsets it becomes extremely important to reduce test times. Many 
mobile device manufacturers use loopback mode C, in which the DUT sends back the received data stream without taking it 
through the channel decoder. The result is that the tester has about five times more bits for computing BER for the same 
transmission period. 

Loopback sensitivity testing is one of the simplest methods to measure receiver sensitivity, since it does not require the use 
of any additional hardware.  However, it does assume that the receive chain introduces any and all bit errors, and none are 
introduced by the transmit chain of the device under test. 

To make valid sensitivity measurements the device under test and the GSM/EDGE tester must first synchronize. The Base 
Transceiver Station acts as the master clock and the Mobile Station synchronizes to its clock.  For example, when testing a 
GSM/EDGE handset, the tester acts as a base station and uses the broadcast control channel for synchronization. After the 
device under test and the tester are locked, then the sensitivity test can continue on a predefined logical channel.   

A second, cost-effective approach is to have the device under test send its decoded bit pattern through a data link, such as a 
USB interface, using a proprietary control program supported by the device manufacturer. This methodology, sometimes 
referred to as “single ended”, does not require the use of a vector signal analyzer and generally results in faster test times. 
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Receiver Sensitivity Metrics 

Two metrics define the performance of GSM receivers in low signal strength conditions: nominal error rate and reference 
sensitivity level.  The nominal error rate metric lets designers and wireless practitioners characterize the performance of the 
receiver under nominal propagation conditions, that is, in the absence of interferers.  By contrast, the sensitivity 
measurement prescribes the lowest power level at which the receiver must achieve minimum performance criteria. 

Nominal Error Rate 
The nominal error rate metric prescribes receiver BER at power levels 20 dB above the reference sensitivity level, and up to 
-40dBm.  One can measure nominal error rate measuring the BER of the non-protected bits of the transmission.  These bits 
are frequently described as TCH/FS class II (or CS-4) bits.  The performance critera for nominal error rate is illustrated in 
Table 3.2. 
 

Nominal Error Rate 
GSM EDGE 8-PSK 

< 0.0001 < 0.0001 
(power levels > -82 dBm) 

Table 3.2. Nominal Error Rate Limits for GSM and EDGE Handset Receivers 

As we observe in Table 3.2, GSM and EDGE receivers must achieve nominal error rates of < 0.0001. 

Static Reference Sensitivity Level 
One of the most fundamental metrics of receiver performance is sensitivity.  Sensitivity characterizes how well a receiver 
acquires, demodulates, and decodes a low power signal.  Generally, the specification defines sensitivity as the minimum 
receive strength at which a receiver can maintain minimum performance criteria.   

The reference sensitivity requirements of GSM or EDGE receivers include metrics of frame error rate (FER), bit error 
(BER), or residual bit error rates (RBER) as specified in Table 3.3.  The specific metric varies according to the type of 
channel and the propagation condition. To pass the sensitivity test, the device must achieve the required FER, BER, and 
RBER conditions at power levels at or below the required power level.  A subset of the metrics for FER, BER, and RBER 
are illustrated in Table 3.3.  

GSM 850 and GSM 900 

Type of 
channel 

Propagation conditions 

static TU50 
(no FH) 

TU50 
(ideal FH) 

RA250 
(no FH) 

HT100 
(no FH) 

FACCH/H                               
(FER) 

0.1 % 6.9 % 6.9 % 5.7 % 10.0 % 
FACCH/F                               
(FER) 

0.1 % 8.0 % 3.8 % 3.4 % 6.3 % 
SDCCH                                  
(FER) 

0.1 % 13 % 8 % 8 % 12 % 
RACH                                     
(FER) 

0.5 % 13 % 13 % 12 % 13 % 
TCH/FS (FER) 0.1α % 

 
6α % 3α % 2α % 7α % 

TCH/FS class II (RBER) 2 % 8 % 8 % 7 % 9 % 
 

Table 3.3. Reference Sensitivity Performance Requirements for GSM Receivers1 
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As we observe in Table 3.3, the GSM sensitivity requirements are significantly complex with a wide range of metrics. In 
practice, each of the metrics of GSM receiver performance is highly correlated.  Thus, when a receiver achieves the 
minimum BER or FER for one given channel, it will generally achieve the minimum BER or FER for the others.   
 
Typically, you should evaluate GSM receiver sensitivity by evaluating the RBER of the class II unprotected bits (last row in 
Table 3.3. Sensitivity is defined at the minimum power level at which a receiver can meet the criteria of Table 3.3 at power 
levels are illustrated in Table 3.4. 
 

Band Reference Sensitivity Level 
GSM 400 MS -104 dBm 
GSM 900 MS -104 dBm 
GSM 850 MS -104 dBm 
DCS 1800 MS -102 dBm 
PCS 1900 MS -102 dBm 
GSM 400 BTS -104 dBm 
GSM 900 BTS, GSM 850 BTS -104 dBm 
DCS 1800 BTS -104 dBm 
PCS 1900 BTS -104 dBm 

Table 3.4. Example of GSM Reference Sensitivity Limits1 

When measuring reference sensitivity, one configures the test system to provide the receiver with a low-power GSM signal.  
For example, when testing sensitivity for the GSM 900 band, the signal generator produces a signal at -104 dBm for GSM 
900. If the measured RBER is below the specified limit (2%), the device passes the test. 

In some instances, it is also useful to measure the absolute sensitivity of the receiver. In this case, the test system 
progressively adjusts down the level of the test signal until it gets a predetermined BER.  Not surprisingly, an absolute 
receiver sensitivity test takes longer than a reference sensitivity test.  By measuring absolute sensitivity, engineers can 
determine the sensitivity margin of their design. Many GSM/EDGE testers can be programmed to search for this absolute 
receiver sensitivity level. 

Blocking Characteristics 

A GSM/EDGE receiver must operate not only in low power conditions, but also in the presence of interferes.  In practical 
use, transmissions from other wireless devices are always present – and create the potential for interference.  The blocking 
characteristics measurement mimics the wireless environment by introduce a range of interfering CW signals to the receiver.  
In general, the receiver must maintain its minimum performance (2% RBER) in the presence of these blocking signals.    

As we observe in Figure 3.4, the blocking characteristics measurement requires both a CW interferer (blocking signal) and a 
modulated signal of interest (GMSK or 8-PSK modulated) to be generated simultaneously.  When performing this 
measurement, the modulated signal of interest (reference signal) is 3 dB above the receiver’s sensitivity requirements.  As 
we observe in Figure 3.4, one uses a power combiner to combine the blocking signal with the reference signal. 
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Figure 3.4. Instrumentation Setup for Blocking Characteristics Measurement 

The GSM specifications define a wide range of frequency and power levels for the blocking signals.  In general, the 
interferers can be divided into into in-band blocking and out-of band blocking interferers. Both blocking characteristics are 
defined by section 5.1 of the 3GPP TS 05.05 specification.  As we observe in Figure 3.5, the in-band blocking signals are 
close in frequency to the transmission of interest.  By contrast, the out-of-band blocking interferers are farther away in 
frequency and higher in power. 

 

Figure 3.5. GSM/EDGE receiver performance in the presence of  blocking interferers 

The power level and frequency of the interfering signals used in the blocking characteristics measurement are determined by 
the operating band of the receiver.  Although the 3GPP TS 05.05 specifications describes various blocking characteristics 
requirements for a wide range of operating bands, we only show these for the DCS 1800 band in Table 3.5 for simplicity.  
Note that a complete listing of blocking requirements for all bands can be found in section 5.1 of the 3GPP TS 05.05 
specifications.   
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Band under test: DCS 1800 MS  Blocking Signal Frequency range (MHz) 
in-band 1785 - 1920 
out-of-band (a) 0,1 - 1705 

out-of-band (b) > 1705 - < 1785 
out-of-band (c) > 1920 - 1980 

out-of-band (d) > 1980 - 12,750 

Table 3.5 Blocking Requirements for DCS 1800 band1 

The power levels of the blocking signal is defined by its frequency offset.  Note that the frequency offsets are each an 
integer multiple of 200 kHz are described in Table 3.6.  
 

Frequency band GSM 400, P-, E- and R-GSM 900 DCS 1 800 & PCS 1 900 

other MS small MS BTS MS BTS 
dBµV 
(emf) 

dBm dBµV 
(emf) 

dBm dBµV 
(emf) 

dBm dBµV 
(emf) 

dBm dBµV 
(emf) 

dBm 

in-band 
600 kHz   ʺ″ |f-fo | < 800 kHz 

 
800 kHz   ʺ″ |f-fo | < 1,6 MHz 

 
1,6 MHz   ʺ″ |f-fo | < 3 MHz 

  
3 MHz      ʺ″ |f-fo | 

 
75 
 

80 

 
90 
 

90 
 

 
-38 

 
-33 

 
-23 

 
-23 

 
70 
 

70 

 
80 
 

90 

 
-43 

 
-43 

 
-33 

 
-23 

 
87 
 

97 

 
97 
 

100 

 
-26 

 
-16 

 
-16 

 
-13 

 
70 
 

70 

 
80 
 

87 

 
-43 

 
-43 

 
-33 

 
-26 

 
78 
 

88 

 
88 
 

88 

 
-35 

 
-25 

 
-25 

 
-25 

out-of-band 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

 
113 

- 
-  

113 

 
0 
- 
-  
0 

 
113 

- 
-  

113 

 
0 
- 
-  
0 

 
121 

- 
-  

121 

 
8 
- 

- 8 

 
113 
101 
101 
113 

 
0 

-12 
-12 
0 

 
113 

- 
-  

113 

 
0 
- 
-  
0 

 

Table 3.6 Power and Frequency Requirements for In-band and Out-of-band Blocking Signals1 

In order to meet the GSM blocking characteristics requirements, a GSM/EDGE receiver must achieve the same BER 
performance as required during the reference sensitivity measurements – only at 3 dB above the sensitivity limit.  For 
example, because the GSM sensitivity requirement in the DCS 1800 band is an RBER of 2% at -102 dBm, the same receiver 
much achieve an RBER of 2% at a power level of -99 dBm in the presence of the blocking signal. 
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AM Suppression Characteristics 

The AM suppression measurement is similar to that of the blocking characteristics, but with the exception that it uses a 
modulated interfering signal instead of a CW signal.  Similar to blocking characteristics, the AM suppression characteristics 
measurement provides an assessment of how well the receiver will perform in the presence of a strong interferer. 
 
When measuring AM suppression characteristics, one requires two signal generators to generate the signal of interest.  The 
primary signal generator introduces a modulated (GMSK or 8-PSK) reference signal at 3 dB above the sensitivity level of 
the receiver.  An interfering signal generator also produces a modulated stimulus – though this signal is out of band and 
generally higher in power.  A block diagram of the test setup is illustrated in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6 Instrumentation Setup for AM Suppression 

The GSM/EDGE AM suppression requirement dictates that a receiver is able to achieve its minimum performance criteria 
(2% RBER of uncoded bits) in the presence of the modulated interferers.  For the AM suppression characteristics, the 
receiver must meet this criteria in the presence of a modulated interferer that is > 6 MHz from the center frequency and at 
200 kHz frequency intervals.  The power requirements of the interferer vary according to GSM band, and are described in 
Table 3.7. 
 
 

  
MS 

(dBm) 

 
BTS 

(dBm) 

Micro and pico-BTS 
M1 

(dBm) 
M2 

(dBm) 
M3 

(dBm) 
P1 

(dBm) 
GSM 400 -31 -31 ** ** ** ** 
GSM 900 -31 -31 -34 -29 -24 -21 
GSM 850 -31 -31 -34 -29 -24 -21 
MXM 850 - -33 -34 -29 -24 -21 

DCS 1 800 -29 / -31 -35 -33 -28 -23 -26 
PCS 1 900 -31 -35 -33 -28 -23 -26 
MXM 1900 - -35 -33 -28 -23 -26 

Table 3.7 Power requirements of Modulated Interferer for AM Suppression Characteristics1 

Note that when testing this requirement, it is common to use a notch filter at the DUT’s receiver input.  The notch filter 
should be centered on the center frequency of the GSM receiver and ensures the co-channel performance of the receiver. 

Intermodulation Characteristics 

In a wireless environment, a GSM/EDGE receiver must be able to demodulate the signal of interest in the presence of a wide 
range of interferers.  The intermodulation characteristics measurement captures a unique interference condition that occurs 
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when multiple interference signals are simultaneously introduced to the receiver.  Especially at higher power levels, a 
receiver is susceptible to intermodulation products that are the result of its nonlinear behavior.  Intermodulation products are 
more problematic at higher input power levels, where receiver components such as its low noise amplifier (LNA) can 
potentially be driven into compression by out-of-band signals. 

 
The intermodulation characteristics for GSM/EDGE receivers verify the linearity of the receiver’s front end by introducing 
two interferers (one modulated and one CW) at specific frequency offsets.  As one might guess, the intermodulation 
characteristics measurement requires three signal generators, two of which produce interfering signals and one to generate 
the reference signal.  The block diagram of this test configuration is shown in Figure 3.7. 

 

Figure 3.7. Test configuration for intermodulation characteristics. 

The frequency spacing of the two interfering signals is chosen such that one of the resulting third-order distortion products 
directly interferes with the reference downlink signal.  As we observe in Figure 3.8, the frequency offset between the CW 
interferer and the modulated interferer is equivalent to the frequency spacing between the CW interferer and the reference 
signal to the receiver.  As a result, the resulting third-order distortion product would occur at the same frequency as the 
reference signal. 
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Figure 3.8. Intermodulation Products Interferes Occur at Same Frequency as Reference Signal 

As we observe in Figure 3.8, the frequency spacing between each interfering signal generator is 800 kHz.  As a result, the 
frequency spacing between the CW interferer and the reference channel is also 800 kHz – ensuring that the intermodulation 
product and the reference channel are at the same frequency. 

Each interfering signal generator in the intermodulation characteristics measurement is configured to a power level of -43 
dBm, and the reference signal generator is configured to 3 dB above the reference sensitivity level of the GSM receiver.  
These settings are illustrated in Table 3.8. 

Signal Generator Power Level 
Reference Signal Sensitivity + 3 dB 
CW Interferer -43 dBm 
Modulated Interferer -43 dBm 

Table 3.8. Intermodulation test power settings1 

Refer to the GSM Specification 3GPP TS05.05, Section 5.3 for a complete listing of all frequency exceptions and power 
settings. 

Spurious Emissions 

Unlike the majority of receiver measurements, which define a receiver’s ability to achieve a specified BER under a range of 
signal conditions, the spurious emissions measurements characterize the emissions of the receiver itself.  Unlike UMTS and 
LTE, only the base station (BTS) has a receiver spurious emissions requirement.  By contrast, both UMTS and LTE have a 
spurious emissions requirement for the handset receiver.   

When testing the spurious emissions for a BTS receiver, a spectrum analyzer is directly connected to the receive port of the 
receiver through a circulator and is shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9. Hardware configuration from spurious emissions 

As we observe in Figure 3.9, note that a vector signal generator is technically not required to conduct the spurious emissions 
measurement.  Instead, only a spectrum analyzer is used – which measures emission generated by the receiver over a wide 
range of frequencies.  As we observe Table 3.9, the receiver spurious emissions must be characterized from 9 kHz to 12.75 
GHz. 

Frequency Band Measurement 
Bandwidth 

Maximum 
Emissions 

9 KHz to 1 GHz 100 kHz -57 dBm 
1 GHz to 12.75 GHz 1 MHz -47 dBm 

Table 3.9. Spurious emissions requirements1 

As we observe in Table 3.9, the emissions measurement must be made in either a 100 kHz or 1 MHz measurement 
bandwidth.  Although the narrower 100 kHz bandwidth closer to the frequency of interest is designed to capture more 
spurious products, the wider above 1 GHz is wider (1 MHz) and therefore has a higher limit (-47 dBm). 
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